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Section IV Kickball Tournament Regulations  

Part 9:  Tournament Details:  

9.1 Timing: Following each regular season, and on special occasions, The Rainbow Sports League 

may host a special kickball tournament under these guidelines. 

9.2 Rules: Tournaments shall follow the same on-field rules and regulations as the regular 

season with the following exceptions: 

9.2a. Length of Games: During tournament play, the final inning (after the 10-minute 

warning) is played out, even if it extends beyond 50-minute mark. 

9.2b. Volunteer 1st and 3rd base Umpires: All competing teams are responsible for 

providing first and third base umpires, as assigned, for the tournament. Failure to do so 

by an active team, shall incur a 5-point penalty applied to each of their remaining games 

of the tournament. Failure to do so among an eliminated team will incur a yellow card 

and may be subject to additional penalties such as forfeits or run penalties in 

subsequent seasons.  

9.3  Eligibility: To play in the tournaments, each player must qualify under these guidelines.  

a) Play on the competing team: Either as a regular roster player, a roster replacement player, 

or a sub, for at least 1/3 (rounded down) of the regular season games. 

 

b) Roster: Must be on the team’s official roster submitted at least 2 weeks prior to the 

tournament. 

 

c) Tournament Substitutions: There are no substitutions during the season ending 

tournaments that don’t fit the above criteria. 

Exception:  When a team has less than the required 8 players, as many as two subs may be 

allowed in order for the team to meet the minimum requirement of 8. This exception needs 

majority approval by the present participating captains. Should additional roster players 

arrive late, the sub or subs will be removed and be replaced by the regular roster players in 

the game and in their spot in the  line-up. 
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d) Roster Replacement Players: After a season begins, if a player has been removed from a 

team’s roster either by injury or by any other reason, that player may be replaced by 

another player added to the roster.  

D1 The player “dropping off” of the roster does not receive a refund.  

D2 The replacement player must pay the full, regular rate, registration fee, minus any 

substitution fees paid, had they played previously on the same team during that season. 

 
9.4 Seeding: Tournament seeds will be based on regular season (or pool play) placings. 

a) Two-way ties are broken: 

A1) First by direct Game-to-Game record. 

A2) Then, if the same, by who most recently won, Game-to-Game. 

A3) Then, if the same, by run differential among all competitors, from regular season. 

A4) Then, if the same, by coin toss. 

b) Three-way (or more) ties are broken: 

B1) First by direct Game-to-Game records. 

B2) Then, if not broken among all teams, by run differential among all competitors, from 

regular season. 

B3) Then, if still the same, by coin toss. 

9.5  Game Tie Breakers: There are no ties in tournament play (non-pool games). Games ending 

at regulation time / innings in a tie shall be broken using the “Kansas City” tie breaker method. 

a) For each extra inning, last player out starts on second base. 

b) Three outs. 

c) Team that breaks tie at the completion of an inning wins. 

d) There are no time or inning limits. 

e) One pitch-rule is in effect. 

- One Ball = Walk 

- One Foul = Out 

- One Strike = Out 

- One Illegal Pitch = Walk 

- One Illegal Kick = Out 

 

9.6  Home Team: Higher seed team is “Home” team and shall field first. 

9.7  Tournament Bracket: Utilize standard single elimination formats as found on 

www.interbasket.net 

a) Highest seed plays lowest seed. 

b) Second highest plays second lowest seed. 

c) Third highest plays third lowest, etc... 

d) Bye games are assigned using the standard bracket formats 

e) Game TIMES are by league management assignments and are not determined by 

seeding location. IE: Higher seeded teams are not guaranteed a specific time or order in 

which the games are held. 

http://www.interbasket.net/
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9.8  Divisional Play: RSL may elect to break tournament play into one or more divisions 

depending on participating teams. This shall be announced at least 24 hours prior to the start of 

the tournament. Divisional assignments will be at the sole discretion of the league management 

and are not subject to protest. These assignments may or may not divide the teams equally into 

different divisions. 

 

Copyright 2022 

These rules are authored by William Doyle, for the exclusive use of the Rainbow Sports League 

This rulebook, in total, or in any portion thereof may not be copied, distributed, or utilized without 

the expressed written permission of the rights holders. 


